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A certain Jiu walked out of the courtyard with a smile while the law enforcement disciples were staring 

at Yun Chujiu’s courtyard with full vigilance. 

 

 

“Come, it’s tough to stand guard for me. Eat some melon seeds! Don’t worry, I just beat up those dregs 

from Yaoguang Peak this morning. I Don’t plan to go out today.” 

 

 

The law enforcement disciples immediately grasped the main point of Yun Chujiu’s words. “Today”, she 

didn’t plan to go out. It seemed that she still wanted to go out tomorrow? 

 

 

The leader of the law-enforcing disciples quickly advised her earnestly, “Junior Sister Xiaojiu, please 

forgive us. Just stay in the courtyard in peace. We will get whatever you need!” 

 

 

“It depends on your mood! You can eat the sunflower seeds. I’ll go in and catch up on my sleep.” 

 

 

After Hei Xinjiu said that, she closed the gate and went back to catch up on her sleep. 

 

 

Those law enforcement disciples wanted to cry, but they had no tears. They could foresee that the days 

in the future would be “Exciting”. 

 

 



“Boss, what should we do with these melon seeds?”A law enforcement disciple asked with two packets 

of melon seeds in his hands. 

 

 

“Eat them! What else can we do? At least we can kill time,”the little leader said in a bad mood. 

 

 

After catching up on her sleep, hei xinjiu stretched her body. She rested her chin on her hand and 

pondered for a while. Then, she took out a sound transmission talisman and put it back after thinking for 

a while. 

 

 

She had already said what she should have said yesterday. If the gigolo could not figure it out, it would 

be useless for her to say anything more. Moreover, there was not even this little bit of trust between the 

two of them. How could they have a BULLSH * t relationship! ! 

 

 

When this fellow thought of this, she decided not to think about di beiming anymore. She sat cross-

legged and began to cultivate. 

 

 

She had absorbed a lot of lightning power in the mystic realm previously. It was just right to use it for 

cultivation. After she had refined all of it, it should be enough for her to advance another two levels. 

 

 

Yun Chujiu, on the other hand, was happily cultivating. After a certain someone who ran away from 

home flattened a mountain and destroyed a few trees, the anger in her heart finally subsided. 

 

 



Although he knew that Yun Chujiu was just talking about a temporary measure, when he thought of his 

little wife calling another man her husband, his heart ached terribly. 

 

 

After he calmed down, a certain Jiu regretted his childish behavior of running away from home. 

However, he felt embarrassed to go back just like that. 

 

 

After receiving Yun Chujiu’s voice transmission talisman, a certain Jiu was ready to get off the mountain. 

Therefore, he returned to the Chaos Origin sect awkwardly in the early morning. 

 

 

He didn’t expect that a certain Jiu would go to alkaid peak early in the morning to act like a demon. 

 

 

When a certain Jiu had arrived at Yaoguang Peak, Yun Chujiu was chatting with mountain master an 

because of an Linchuan’s matter. 

 

 

When a certain jiu saw that Yun chujiu was actually speaking up for that “Monkey-faced”guy, he 

remembered that this guy was also the subject of the eloping scandal, and it was even that F * cking 

little husband. His vinegar bottle had turned over again! 

 

 

Thus, a certain Jiu had once again run away from home. 

 

 



A certain someone squatted on a mountain top for a while. He originally thought that Yun Chujiu would 

send him a voice transmission talisman again, but he did not expect that after waiting for a long time, 

there was no news at all. His face became even more gloomy. 

 

 

Even when the sun was setting in the west, Yun Chujiu still ignored him. A certain someone could not sit 

still anymore! He walked around on the spot for a few rounds before finally gritting his teeth and 

arriving outside Yun Chujiu’s courtyard. 

 

 

When a certain law enforcement disciple saw those law enforcement disciples munching on melon 

seeds, his eyes immediately narrowed. What were these trash doing surrounding his little wife’s 

courtyard? 

 

 

Di beiming had the intention to send these law enforcement disciples away, but he was also afraid that 

it would cause too much commotion. Hence, he could only wait until the sky turned completely dark 

before flashing into Yun Chujiu’s courtyard. 

 

 


